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The inclusion of the 270-nucleotide human fibronectin ED1 exon in HeLa cells requires the presence of a 
centrally located 81-nucleotide exon sequence. We have conducted a series of in vitro experiments aimed at 
understanding the structural and functional features associated with this splicing enhancer (SE). Using hybrid 
model pre-mRNA substrates, we show that the SE element markedly stimulates the use of the 3' splice site of 
ED1. Deletion and replacement analysis identifies the stimulating sequences as a purine-rich stretch of 9 
nucleotides (GAAGAAGAC). The SE element stimulates splicing to the ED1 3' splice site from various 
positions within the exon except when placed beyond 293 nucleotides downstream from that 3' splice site. 
The action of the enhancer is not limited to the ED1 acceptor site because the SE element stimulates human 
ft-globin splicing and also induces the use of a 3' splice site in a prokaryotic sequence in vitro. We have 
explored the mechanism of action of the fibronectin splicing enhancer and found that the SE element is 
required for efficient assembly of early splicing complexes, allowing a more efficient interaction of the U2 
snRNP with branch site sequences. In competition experiments, an RNA containing mainly SE sequences 
specifically abolished the action of the SE element, suggesting that factors bind the enhancer element to 
mediate stimulation of splicing. Using RNA mobility shift assays we show that SR proteins interact 
specifically with the SE element. Our results demonstrate that exon sequences lying in the SE element play a 
crucial role in specifying splice site recognition through interactions with factors binding to the 3' splice site. 
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Altemative splicing of mRNA precursors plays a funda- 
mental role in the regulation of eukaryotic gene expres- 
sion, but the mechanisms that underlie these regulatory 
events are just beginning to be deciphered (Smith et al. 
1989; Maniatis 1991). In contrast to the mechanisms reg- 
ulating splice site selection, the role of the factors in- 
volved in the generic splicing reaction is better under- 
stood (Green 1991; Guthrie 1991). Splicing takes place 
on a large multicomponent complex called the spliceo- 
some, which includes a set of the four small nuclear 
ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) U1, U2, U4/U6, and U5. 
Multiple snRNP/snRNP and snRNP/pre-mRNA inter- 
actions are crucial in specifying the efficiency and the 
precision of splicing [recent examples can be found in 
Newman and Norman (1991,1992); Madhani and Guth- 
tie (1992); Reich et al. (1992); Sawa and Abelson (1992): 
Wassarman and Steitz (1992)]. In addition to snRNPs, 
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several proteins interacting with various parts of the pre- 
mRNAs have now been identified. In particular, the 
polypyrimidine stretch located between the branch site 
and the dinucleotide AG at the 3' splice junction is a 
binding site for several nuclear proteins including 
U2AF 6s, the presence of which is required for U2 snRNP 

binding to the branch site (Ruskin et al. 1988; Zamore 
and Green 1989). Other factors capable of interacting 
with 3' splice site sequences include the heterogeneous 
nuclear ribonucleoparticle (hnRNP) proteins A1, C, D, 
and I/PTB (Swanson and Dreyfuss 1988; Garcia-Blanco 

et al. 1989). 
The selection of splice sites in constitutively or alter- 

natively spliced pre-mRNAs is determined by several pa- 
rameters, including the proximity and strength of splic- 
ing signals (Green 1991). In some cases, the formation of 
RNA secondary structures participates in the regulation 
of splice site selection (Clouet et al. 1991; Domenjoud et 
al. 1991). Intron sequences other than those specifying 
splicing signals can also influence regulated splice site 
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selection. In the case of n-src, a coupling between splice 

site interference and the action of a specific intron ele- 

ment  appears important  for tissue-specific regulation of 

splicing in vivo and in vitro (Black 1991,1992). Several 

studies testify to the importance of exon sequences in 

splice site selection. Some exon sequences repress the 

use of adjacent splice sites (Gallego et al. 1992; Nemeroff 

et al. 1992; Siebel et al. 1992)while other exon elements  

act positively by s t imulat ing splicing (Reed and Maniatis  

1986; Hampson et al. 1989; Streuli and Saito 1989; Libri 

et al. 1990; Cooper 1992; Cote et al. 1992; Graham et al. 

1992). Recently, purine-rich elements  acting as splicing 

enhancers have been identified in two m a m m a l i a n  alter- 

nate exons (Watakabe et al. 1993; Xu et al. 1993). In 

Drosophila, six copies of a 13-nucleotide repeat promote 

the interaction of the RNA-binding proteins Tra and Tra- 

2, which  in turn improve the uti l izat ion of the upstream 

3' splice site of the female-specific doublesex exon (Hed- 

ley and Maniat is  1991; Hoshi j ima et al. 1991; Tian and 

Maniatis  1992). In most  cases, however, the nature of the 

exon sequences, the identi ty of trans-acting factors, and 

the mechan i sm involved in the s t imulat ion remain un- 

known. 

We have chosen the ED 1 region of the fibronectin gene 

to investigate the role of exon sequences in splice site 

selection. Plasma and cellular fibronectins are produced 

via differential inclusion of the ED1 and ED2 exons (also 

known as exons EDIIIA and EDIIIB, respectively). These 

alternate exons are found in cellular but not plasma fi- 

bronectin, suggesting a direct role for the encoded pro- 

tein regions in cellular adhesion processes. The 270-nu- 

cleotide ED 1 exon contains a centrally located 81-nucle- 

otide region that is essential for exon ED1 inclusion in 

HeLa cells (Mardon et al. 1987). We report that a 9-nu- 

cleotide purine-rich sequence located wi th in  this splic- 

ing enhancer (SE) e lement  s t imulates  ED1 3' splice site 

ut i l izat ion in vitro. We have investigated the positional 

characteristics of the SE element,  and we show that SR 

proteins specifically bind to the SE element.  Because the 

SR proteins constitute a family  of splicing factors in- 

volved in splice site selection (Fu et al. 1992; Mayeda et 

al. 1992; Zahler  et al. 1993a, b), our findings suggest that 

the interaction between SR proteins and the SE element  

is a key feature involved in the regulated splicing of the 

ED1 alternate exon. 

R e s u l t s  

The fibronectin SE e lement  s t imulates  the use 

of the ED1 acceptor site in vitro 

To address the contribution of the SE element  to ED 1 3' 

splice site utilization, we first used the hybrid AF6 RNA 

which  contains the adenovirus L 1 exon, a hybrid intron 

of 408 nucleotides, and the first 180 nucleotides of the 

ED1 exon containing the complete SE element  (Fig. 1A). 

Splicing of AF6 RNA was readily detected in vitro (Fig. 
1B, lanes 3,4), whereas the absence of the SE element  in 
AF1 RNA considerably reduced L1/ED1 splicing (Fig. 1B, 

lanes 1,2). The SE element  s t imulated splicing by an av- 

erage of 10-fold (see also Figs. 2B and 4B). Juxtaposition of 
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Figure 1. In vitro splicing to the ED1 3' splice site using pre- 
mRNAs with and without the SE element. (A) Diagrammatic 
representation of the pre-mRNAs tested for splicing in vitro. 
[Open boxes) Exon sequences; {horizontal lines) introns. The 
fibronectin ED1 exon is divided into three parts to illustrate the 
position of the SE element {stippled boxes) and flanking exon 
sequences. {Black boxes) Adenovirus exon sequences; (thick 
lines) intron sequences. The size, in nucleotides, of the various 
parts of the pre-mRNA is shown. The positions of the BstEII (B) 
and StuI (S) sites on the corresponding DNA template are 
shown. The first 225 nucleotides of each transcript are derived 
from the adenovirus L1 exon and part of the first intron, 
whereas the terminal part of AFA1 and AFA2 RNAs is derived 
from the adenovirus L2 exon and adjacent sequences. The rel- 
ative efficiency of L1/ED1 splicing is indicated for each pre- 
mRNA and is based on the production of lariat intron. (BI In 
vitro splicing of simple substrates lacking (AF1, lanes 1,2) or 
containing (AF6, lanes 3,4) the SE element. Pre-mRNAs were 
incubated for the time (in hr, top). The separation of the splicing 
products and intermediates was performed on a 5% denaturing 
acrylamide gel. Only the top part of the gel is shown here and in 
later figures to depict the lariat intermediates and lariat prod- 
ucts that migrate above the pre-mRNAs. Free 5' exon and 
mRNAs were detected (not shown, but see Fig. 5B), but estima- 
tion of splicing efficiencies using these molecules was difficult 
because of pre-mRNA degradation. 

another SE element  to generate a head-to-tail t andem 

repeat {AF14 RNA) did not s t imulate  splicing further 
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(data not shown). The SE element also stimulated L1/ 

ED 1 splicing when a strong competing 3' splice site was 

positioned downstream (AFA1 RNA, Fig. 1A; data not 

shown). We conclude that the fibronectin SE element 

stimulates 3' splice site recognition of the fibronectin 
ED 1 exon in vitro. 

We then attempted to address the role of the SE ele- 

ment in 5' splice site utilization in vitro by pairing the 

complete ED1 exon with the downstream constitutive 

exon + 1. We could not detect splicing of this RNA in a 

HeLa extract, possibly because the combination in- 

volved two weak splicing signals (data not shown). In 

contrast, pairing the ED 1 donor site with the adenovirus 

(L2) 3' splice site restored in vitro splicing, and removal 

of the SE element did not affect splicing (data not 

shown). Although this result indicates that the SE ele- 

ment does not stimulate ED1/L2 splicing in vitro, it is 

possible that the SE element stimulates the ED1 donor 

site in vivo when paired with the 3' splice site of exon + 1. 

A 9-nucleotide purine-rich sequence in the SE 

element  is responsible for s t imulat ion 

To further define the sequences of the SE element in- 

volved in enhancing ED1 3' splice site utilization, we 

used RNA substrates ending at different positions within 

the SE element (Fig. 2A). These RNAs were generated 

either by linearization of DNA templates at convenient 

restriction sites or by oligonucleotide-targeted RNase H 

degradation of a longer pre-mRNA. AF6 and AF5 RNAs, 

which contain 81 and 73 nucleotides of the SE element, 

respectively, were spliced with comparable efficiencies 

(Fig. 2B, lanes 3,5). AF4 RNA, which leaves 69 nucle- 

otides of the SE element, was spliced with an efficiency 

similar to AF6 (Fig. 2B, lane 4). In contrast, AF3 and AF2 

RNAs, which contained 38 and 21 nucleotides of the SE 

element, respectively, were always spliced with the low 

efficiency typical of AF1 RNA (Fig. 2B, lanes 1,2,8,9). 

These results show that the 31-nucleotide region be- 

tween the oligonucleotide-directed cut and the PstI site 

contains sequences essential for the stimulation of L1/ 

ED1 splicing (Fig. 3). This conclusion is supported by the 

analysis of AFSA1 RNA, which contained the last 52 

nucleotides of the SE element and is spliced as efficiently 

as AF6 RNA (Fig. 2B, lane 7). 

The splicing of AF7 and AF8 RNAs indicated that no 

other regions of the ED1 region downstream of the SE 

element could affect L1/ED1 splicing in vitro (Fig. 2B, 
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Figure 2. In vitro splicing of pre-mRNAs containing deletions and 
substitutions in the SE element. (A) Schematic representation of the 
precursors used in in vitro splicing. (Serrate lines in AF8, AF8A1, and 
AF8A1-9) Plasmid sequences. The positions of BstEII (B), StuI (S), BbsI 

(Bb), PstI (P), Bsu36I (Bs), NcoI (N), BsmI (Bm), and EcoRI (E) sites used 
to generate runoff transcripts and internal deletions are shown. The 
extremities created by F 1 and F2 deoxyoligonucleotide-directed diges- 
tion in the SE element and in exon + 1 are indicated in AF3 and AF10, 
respectively. The 9-nucleotide sequence inserted in AF8A1 to generate 
AF8A1-9 is indicated. (B) In vitro splicing of several of the pre-mRNAs 
described in A. Splicing reactions were carried out for 2 hr (lanes 1-I 0 

and 19-21) or for the time {in hr) indicated above lanes 11-18, and the 
labeled RNAs were separated in 5% denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The positions of the pre-mRNAs (P), lariat products (I) and lariat 
intermediates (L) are indicated. Lariat intermediates were not produced in sufficient amount to be readily detected in lanes 12, 14, 17, 
and 18. 
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Comparison of fibronectin exons EDI and + 1 sequences across species. The sequence of the complete SE element found 
in the human ED1 exon and defined by the BstEII and StuI restriction sites (Mardon et al. 1987) on the corresponding DNA is shown. 

The endpoints of several RNAs used in Fig. 2B are indicated by arrows. Equivalent regions in chicken, rat, and Xenopus ED1 exons are 

indicated below the human sequence. Nucleotides identical to human sequences are indicated by dashes. The sequence of the 

21-nucleotide region of human exon + 1, which displays enhancing activity, is shown as well as the chicken, rat, and Xenopus 

corresponding sequences. The boxed area illustrates the 9-nucleotide purine-rich sequence shared by exons ED1 and + 1. The sequence 

of the recently described purine-rich region of exon M2 in the IgM pre-mRNA (Watakabe et al. 1993) is shown for comparison. 

lane 6; data not shown). Weak splicing of AF7z~I and 
AF8A1 RNAs, which lacked all of the SE element (Fig. 
2A), indicated that the rest of exon ED1, its associated 5' 

splice site, and intron sequences could not substitute for 
the SE element (Fig. 2B, lane 19; data not shown). 

We also substituted the SE element for an internal 
region of the downstream constitutive exon + 1. AF10 

and AF9 RNAs (Fig. 2A), which contains 80- and 21- 
nucleotides of exon + 1, respectively, were spliced as ef- 
ficiently as an RNA containing the complete SE element 
of ED1 (Fig. 2B, lanes 11-18). Comparison of the 21-nu- 
cleotide sequence found in exon + 1 with the essential 
31-nucleotide region of the SE element in exon ED1 re- 
vealed a conserved 9-nucleotide region rich in purines 
(Fig. 3). 

To show conclusively that the purine-rich element 

was responsible for the stimulation of splicing, we in- 
serted the 9-nucleotide sequence, GAAGAAGAC, at the 

corresponding BstEII site of AF8A1 (AF8A1-9 RNA; Fig. 
2A). The 9-nucleotide sequence stimulated L1/ED1 
splicing to a level equivalent to the complete SE element 

(Fig. 2B, lanes 19-21). This result demonstrates that the 

9-nucleotide purine-rich sequence is sufficient to stim- 
ulate splicing at the upstream ED1 3' splice site. 

Position characteristics of the SE d e m e n t  

in the ED1 exon 

Substitution of the SE element for a variety of sequences 
induced variable effects on L1/ED 1 splicing (Fig. 4A). For 
example, an 88-nucleotide insert from the human 13- 
globin second exon in reverse orientation (AFG1 RNA) 
failed to stimulate splicing above the level observed with 

AF2 RNA (Fig. 4B, lane 3). In contrast, a 139-nucleotide 
globin insert containing a nonfunctional 5' splice site 
(Chabot and Steitz 1987b) stimulated splicing to a level 
comparable with that of AF6 RNA (AFG3 RNA; Fig. 4B, 
lane 7). Substitutions for a variety of ~bX174 inserts af- 
fected splicing to an extent that ranged from complete 

inhibition to slight stimulation of splicing {Fig. 4B, lanes 

9,11; Fig. 5B, lanes 5,6; data not shown). 
Inserts that failed to stimulate L1/ED1 splicing were 

used to investigate the effect of displacing the SE ele- 
ment from its original position 99 nucleotides from the 

3' splice site to increasingly larger distances. This assay 
was accomplished by comparing the splicing efficiency 

of RNAs derived from DNA templates linearized at or 
near the 3' end of the insert with the efficiency of the 
corresponding RNAs synthesized from StuI-cut DNA 
templates containing a complete SE element. Stimula- 
tion of L1/ED1 splicing at the authentic 3' splice site 
was observed with inserts that moved the SE element to 
187 and 293 nucleotides from the 3' splice site (AFG2 
and AFX2 RNAs; Fig. 4B, lane 4; data not shown, respec- 

tively). Notably, RNA substrates containing ~X174 in- 
serts that moved the SE element 370 and 380 nucleotides 
from the ED 1 3' splice site were spliced with efficiencies 

similar to those obtained with RNAs lacking the SE el- 
ement (AFX3 to AFX6 RNAs; Fig. 4B, lanes 9-12). An 
inhibitory effect associated with the d~X174 sequences is 
unlikely, as the inserts present in AFX3 and AFX5 RNAs 

do not interfere with the basal level of L1/ED1 splicing. 
Thus, although the SE element is active at considerable 
distance from its normal position, it failed to promote 
enhancement of splicing when located beyond 293 nu- 
cleotides from the ED1 acceptor site. 

Bringing the SE element 34 nucleotides from the ED 1 
3' splice site (AF 15 RNA) resulted in a splicing efficiency 

superior to the efficiency observed with AF6 RNA (Fig. 
4B, lane 15). In contrast, placing the SE element in the 
intron (250 nucleotides from the 3' splice site; AF16 
RNA) failed to improve splicing above the level seen 
with AF1 RNA (Fig. 4B, lane 16). The lack of effect was 

not the result of the increased size of the intron because 
providing an additional copy of the SE element at the 
authentic position in the exon stimulated splicing (Fig. 
4B, lane 17). These results indicate that positioning the 
SE element at an appropriate distance downstream from 
the ED1 3' splice site is required for stimulation. 
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Figure 4. Insertion of heterologous sequences and displacement of 
the SE element. (A} Diagram illustrating the RNA substrates used. 
The AFG series contains globin inserts as described in the text and 
in Materials and methods; the AFX series contains ~bX174 inserts. 
The size of each insert is shown. The position of the restriction site 
PmlI (Pm) used to generate AF18 RNA is indicated. The sequence 
corresponding to the 5' splice site consensus sequence is under- 
lined. (B) In vitro splicing of selected pre-mRNAs. Each set of pre- 
mRNAs was incubated for 2 hr in a HeLa extract. Labeled RNAs 
were separated on 5% denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The posi- 
tions of the pre-mRNA (P), lariat intron (I), and lariat intermediate 
(L) are indicated. Note that the slower migrating species observed 
above the lariat intermediates in lanes 4, 5, 16, 19, and 20 are not 
splicing products, as they were detected nonreproducibly and were 
also seen in mixtures kept at 0°C (not shown). 

It has been reported that the presence of a 5' splice site 

stimulates the utilization of upstream 3' splice sites 

(Nasim et al. 1990; Watakabe et al. 1993). We tested 
whether the ED 1 3' splice site could be stimulated by 5' 

splice site sequences by substituting the SE element for 

a consensus 5' splice site (AF 18 RNA; Fig. 4A}. The splic- 

ing of AF18 RNA was more efficient than the splicing of 

AF6 RNA, which contains a complete SE element {Fig. 

4B, cf. lane 19 with 20). Interestingly, an RNA substrate 

containing both a 5' splice site and a downstream SE 

element (AF19; Fig 4A) was spliced with exceptionally 

high efficiency (Fig. 4B, lane 18). This result indicates 

that the SE element can stimulate an upstream 3' splice 

site even when positioned downstream from a 5' splice 
site. 

The SE element stimulates splicing of other 

pre-mRNAs in vitro 

To test whether the SE element could stimulate splicing 

on heterologous 3' splice sites, we inserted the SE ele- 

ment into the second exon of three different pre- 
mRNAs. The first pre-mRNA examined was a human 

[3-globin substrate (Fig. 5A). The first step of splicing of 

the simple human ~-globin substrates is not influenced 

by the size of the second exon, although the second step 

of splicing is impaired when the size of that exon is re- 

duced to 14 nucleotides (Ruskin and Green 1985; Furdon 

and Kole 1986; Parent et al. 1987). Accordingly, a globin 

pre-mRNA containing 18 nucleotides as a second exon 

carried out only the first step of splicing (G2 RNA; Fig. 

5B, lane 1). The overall splicing efficiency (step 1 + step 

2) of a globin RNA containing the SE element {GF1 RNA} 
was approximately three-fold higher than the efficiency 

observed with G2 RNA (Fig. 5B, cf. the sum of the in- 

tensities of the splicing products in lane 1 with the sum 

of M1, E, and I in lane 2). The globin transcript contain- 

ing the SE element in reverse orientation (GF2 RNA) was 

spliced approximately sixfold less efficiently than GF1 

RNA (Fig. 5B, of. lane 2 with 3}. We have not investigated 

further this apparent inhibition of splicing associated 

with the SE element in reverse orientation. The inser- 

tion of two SE elements (GF3 RNA) did not improve 

splicing above the level seen with GF1 RNA (Fig. 5B, 

lane 4) consistent with the results obtained with AF14 

RNA (Fig. 1A). Note that increasing the size of the sec- 
ond exon allows the second step of the splicing reaction 

to occur for all GF RNAs. 

In contrast to the globin substrate, insertion of the SE 
element in the adenovirus L2 exon (AAF1 RNA; Fig. 5A) 
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M1, M2, and M3 correspond to the mRNAs produced from GF1, GF2, and GF3, respectively. The positions of the free 5' exon (E) and 

lariat intron (I) are also given. The positions of the lariat intermediates are obscured by the comigration with the free 5' exon (lane 1) 
or the mRNAs (lanes 2-4). (Right) The positions of the pre-mRNAs {P) and lariat molecules corresponding to L1/ED1 splicing (I 
proximal and L) and L1/4,X174 splicing (I distal and L distal) are shown. The positions of the mRNA products derived from AFX8 and 
AF9 splicing are also shown (M8 and M9, respectively). The position of a relevant molecular mass marker at 247 nucleotides is also 
indicated. 

did not increase the already efficient L1/L2 splicing (data 

not shown). The most dramatic stimulation of splicing 

mediated by the SE element was obtained with a 4)X174 
derivative of the L1-ED1 construct. AFX7 and AFX8 

RNAs (Fig. 5A) contain a 281-nucleotide 4~X174 insert in 
reverse orientation compared with AFX5 and AFX6 

RNAs (Fig. 4A). This prokaryotic insert did not stimulate 
L1/ED1 splicing nor did the insertion of an SE element 
downstream of the 4~X174 sequence improve L1/ED1 
splicing (Fig. 5B, lanes 5-10), consistent with our previ- 
ous observations indicating an upper limit in the dis- 
tance separating the SE element from the ED1 acceptor 
site. Remarkably however, a novel 3' splice site was ac- 
tivated in AFX8 RNA, as judged by the presence of 
slower migrating lariat molecules. The size of the corre- 
sponding mRNA band at -200-nucleotides indicated 

that splicing occurred at a 3' splice site located -230-  
nucleotides into the (bX174 sequences. Inspection of the 
~bX174 sequences revealed a respectable fit to the con- 
sensus branch site and 3' splice site in that region (see 
Fig. 5A). Thus, the SE element promoted with high effi- 
ciency the utilization of a previously unused 3' splice 

site in vitro. These results show that the SE element 
stimulates in vitro splicing on heterologous pre-mRNAs 
with varying efficiencies. In the pre-mRNAs tested, the 
weaker the efficiency of utilization of a given 3' splice 
site was, the stronger was splicing at that site stimulated 
by the SE element. 

The SE element affects U2 snRNP binding 

To understand the mechanism by which the SE element 
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mediates enhancement of splicing, we investigated 

which step of spliceosome assembly was stimulated by 

the SE element. Analysis of splicing complexes on native 

gels using AF1, AF2, AF3, AF4, and AF6 RNAs indicated 

poor complex A formation in the absence of the ED1 

sequence essential for splicing stimulation (Fig. 6A). 

Thus, the formation of early splicing complexes is stim- 

ulated by the SE element and the extent of stimulation 

paralleled the enhancement of splicing. The SE element 

also stimulated splicing complex formation on human 

~-globin RNA (using G2, GF1, and GF2 RNAs; data not 

shown). 

Complex A represents a pre-spliceosomal assembly 

that contains U2 snRNP. To confirm that U2 snRNP 

binding was occurring more efficiently in the presence of 

the SE element, we performed an RNase T1 protection/ 

immunoprecipitation assay with the monoclonal anti- 

body Y12, which recognizes the Sm epitope present on 

most snRNPs (Hinterberger et al. 1983). Because the 

identity of the U2 snRNP-protected fragments in such an 

assay was obtained previously with human f~-globin pre- 

mRNAs (Chabot and Steitz 1987a), we used the globin 

G2 RNA and its fibronectin derivatives, GF1 and GF2 

RNAs, to evaluate the influence of the SE element on U2 

snRNP binding. When performed on the ~-globin sub- 

strate G2, this assay revealed a prominent protection at 

the 5' splice site mediated by U1 snRNP (fragment A, 15 

nucleotides); and upon incubation at 30°C, the appear- 

ance of branch site protected fragments bound by U2 

snRNP (fragments E and D, 42 and 35 nucleotides, re- 

spectively) (Fig. 6B, lanes 1--4) (Chabot and Steitz 1987a). 

The protection assay was also performed on GF1 and 

GF2 RNAs, which contain the SE element in normal and 

inverted orientation, respectively. The presence of the 

SE element stimulated splicing approximately threefold 

(GF1; Fig. 5). Correspondingly, branch site-protected 

fragments E and D were immunoprecipitated three times 

more efficiently with GF1 RNA than with G2 or GF2 

RNAs (Fig. 6B, lanes 1-12). Comparable U1 snRNP bind- 

ing at the 5' splice site (fragment A) was observed with 

all substrates. These results indicate that U2 snRNP 

binding at the branch site is improved when the SE ele- 

ment is present in the globin second exon. 

Trans-acting factors mediate enhancement 
via the SE element 

To address the possibility that the SE element might 

interact with trans-acting factors to mediate enhance- 

ment of splicing, we performed competition experiments 

using increasing molar excesses of a 140-nucleotide 

RNA containing the SE element (SE RNA). Partial inhi- 

bition of AF6 RNA splicing was observed with as little as 

10-fold molar excess while complete inhibition was ob- 

tained with a 150-fold excess of SE RNA (Fig. 7, lanes 

1-5). In contrast, the SE RNA did not interfere with ad- 
enovirus (AA2) RNA splicing even when present in a 

150-fold excess (Fig. 7, lanes 9-13). In addition, compe- 

tition with an RNA derived from sequences that did not 

substitute for the SE element {SN RNA; see Fig. 2A, 

Splicing enhancer in the fibronectin ED1 exon 

0 ~ 0 0 0 0 

- origin 

] A  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

B 
G 2  G F 1  G F 2  

0 15 30 60 0 15 30 60 0 15 30 60 

- -  E (42 nt) 

- D (35 nt) 

- -  A (15 nt) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Figure  6. Interaction of splicing factors on pre-mRNAs con- 
taining or lacking the SE element. (A} Analysis of splicing com- 
plex formation by native gel electrophoresis. Pre-mRNAs, the 
structures of which are illustrated in Figure 3A, were incubated 
under splicing conditions for the time (in rain, top) indicated. 
The reaction mixtures were then put on ice, adjusted to 500 
gg/ml of heparin, and loaded onto a 4% native gel. Nonspecific 
(NS) and A complexes are indicated. (B) RNase T1 digestion/ 
immunoprecipitation assays. The globin pre-mRNA (G2) and 
derivatives (GF1 and GF2) were incubated for the time (in rain, 
top) indicated. RNase T1 digestion and anti-snRNP (Y12) im- 
munoprecipitation were performed according to Chabot and 
Steitz (1987a). The positions of the 15-nucleotide 5' splice site 
protected fragment (fragment A) bound by U1 snRNP and the 
branch site sequences protected by U2 snRNPs {fragments E and 
D) are indicated and correspond to fragments characterized in 
Black et al. (1985) and Chabot and Steitz (1987a}. 
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ing SE RNA, which is identical to the transcript  used in 

competi t ion assays, and SEAPu RNA, which lacks the 

sequences essential for enhancer activity. Each RNA was 

incubated in splicing mixtures at 0°C, and RNA-pro te in  

complexes were separated in nondenatur ing polyacryl- 

amide gels. As can be seen in Figure 8, the migrat ion of 

SE RNA was considerably retarded when incubated in a 

HeLa nuclear extract (Fig. 8, lane 3). In contrast, incuba- 

tion of SE RNA in a HeLa S-100 extract provoked no shift 

in mobil i ty (Fig. 8, lane 5). SEAPu RNA did not  stably 

associate with factors, as it migrated as naked RNA fol- 

lowing incubation in either nuclear or S-100 HeLa ex- 

tracts (Fig. 8, lanes 4,6). This result suggests that  factors 

present in the nuclear but not the S-100 extract are re- 

sponsible for the specific shift observed wi th  SE RNA. 

S-100 extracts are deficient in splicing, but splicing ac- 

tivity can be restored by supplemention wi th  SF2/ASF, 

SC35, or any other member  of the SR family of proteins 

(Krainer et al. 1990a; Mayeda et al. 1992; Zahler et al. 

1993b). The lower abundance of SR proteins in S-100 

extracts suggested that SR proteins interact  wi th  the SE 

element. Purified SR proteins from calf thymus  specifi- 

cally shifted SE RNA to a position that  was comparable 

to the retardation obtained wi th  a HeLa nuclear extract 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Figure 7. Inhibition of in vitro splicing by competition with 
the SE element. The HeLa extract was preincubated with no 
RNA (lanes 1,9), increasing amounts of an RNA containing the 
SE sequences (lanes 2-5, 10--13), or a nonspecific RNA (SN; 
lanes 6-8, lanes 14-16) derived from a region defined by the StuI 
and NcoI sites in AF7 (see Fig. 2A) that does not substitute for 
the SE element in in vitro splicing assays (lanes 6-8, 14-16). The 
SE RNA contains the complete SE element plus 64 nucleotides 
at the 5' end that are derived from the transcription template. 
Following preincubation with the competitor RNA, the AF6 
RNA {lanes 1-8) and the adenovirus AA2 RNA (lanes 9-16) 
were incubated for 2 hr and the splicing products fractionated as 
described earlier. The molar excess of each competitor is indi- 
cated at the top of each lane. Because the competitor was la- 
beled at 1/lOO of the specific activity of the pre-mRNA substrate, 
it was possible to visualize it in the reaction mixtures. The 
positions of the pre-mRNA (P), lariat product (I), lariat interme- 
diate {L), and competitor (C) are indicated. Note that the sample 
loaded in lane 13 was partially lost. 

AF7A1 RNA) did not reduce the splicing efficiency of 

either AF6 or AA2 RNAs (Fig. 7, lanes 6-8 and 14-16, 

respectively). Thus, an excess of the SE RNA was suffi- 

cient to inhibit AF6 RNA splicing completely and spe- 

cifically. A similar inhibit ion profile was also observed 

with  the f~-globin derivative GF1 (data not shown). These 

results indicate that  factors bind to the SE element to 

s t imulate  splicing. 

SR proteins bind to the SE element  

To detect the interaction of nuclear factors wi th  the SE 

element, we performed an RNA mobil i ty shift assay us- 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

a 

] Complex 

Free RNA 

] m* 

11 12 13 14 15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Figure 8. SR proteins bind to the SE element. SE RNA (140 
nucleotides) is identical to the splicing competitor used in Fig. 
7. SEAPu is a shorter version of SE RNA that lacks the last 45 
nucleotides at the 3' end of the SE element. 32P-Labeled RNAs 
were incubated at 0°C with 3 ~1 of HeLa nuclear extract (NE; 
lanes 3,4,9,15), 3 ~1 of HeLa S100 extract (S100; lanes 5,6), 2 ~1 
of purified SR proteins from calf thymus (SR; lanes 7,8,10) or 
with nuclear extracts from WI38 (3 ~1; lanes 11,12) and 
WI38VA13 (2 jxl; lanes 13,14) cells. In lanes 9 and 10, 1 pL1 of 
mAbl04 specific to SR proteins (Zahler et al. 1992) was added to 
the mixtures. RNA-protein complexes were separated on non- 
denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gels containing 5% glycerol. 
The positions of the free RNAs and complexes are indicated. 
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{Fig. 8, lanes 7,8). The binding of SR proteins to the SE 
element was confirmed in two ways. First, the addition 

of a monoclonal antibody specific to SR proteins (mAbl04; 

a kind gift of M. Roth, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research 
Center, Seattle, WA) to either a HeLa nuclear extract or 

to our SR protein preparation altered the mobility of the 

complexes formed with SE RNA (Fig. 8, lanes 9,10). The 
faster migration of the complexes formed in the presence 

of the antibody suggests that SR proteins assemble as 
multimers on SE RNA and that the antibody interferes 

with this process. Second, extracts prepared from human 
WI38 cells display a profound reduction in SF2/ASF ac- 

tivity compared with their transformed derivative 
WI38VA13 (Chabot et al. 1992). In an RNA mobility 

shift assay, only the WI38VA13 extract promoted a spe- 
cific shift in the mobility of SE RNA (Fig. 8, lanes 11-14). 
The difference in migration of the complex between a 

WI38VA13 and a HeLa nuclear extract (or purified SR 
proteins) likely reflects a difference in the concentration 
of SR proteins (data not shown). Our results demonstrate 

that SR proteins interact specifically with the SE ele- 
ment of the fibronectin ED1 exon. 

Discussion 

The SE element is an enhancer of splicing 

The fibronectin alternate exon ED1 was originally re- 
ported to contain sequences that participate in splice site 

selection because deletion or inversion of an internal 81- 
nucleotide segment (SE element) abolished exon ED1 in- 
clusion in HeLa cells (Mardon et al. 1987). The results 
presented in this paper confirm and extend this observa- 

tion considerably in vitro. First, the SE element mark- 
edly activates the use of the ED 1 3' splice site. Second, 

the SE element could be moved to several positions 
downstream or upstream from its normal location with- 
out losing its ability to stimulate the use of the 3' splice 

site of ED1. Specifically, bringing the SE element to a 
closer location relative to the 3' splice site promoted 
more efficient splicing than having the SE element in its 
original position. In addition, displacing the SE element 

up to 293 nucleotides from the 3' splice site did not 
reduce splicing. The enhancing activity of the SE ele- 

ment was thus resistant to the removal of exon se- 
quences flanking the SE element and remained unaf- 
fected by the insertion of several kinds of heterologous 
sequences. These results suggest that the SE element is 
not involved in the formation of essential secondary 

structures with other ED 1 exon sequences. Our observa- 
tions contrast with the usual characteristics of mamma- 
lian exon sequences, as manipulations introduced into 
almost any region of other alternate exons provoked im- 
portant changes in exon splicing in vivo and, when 

tested, in vitro (Hampson et al. 1989; Streuli and Saito 

1989; Libri et al. 1990; Black 1991; Tacke and Goridis 
1991; Black 1992; Cooper 1992; Cote et al. 1992; Gra- 
ham et al. 1992). Thus, the SE element of the fibronectin 
ED 1 exon is rather exceptional among mammalian exon 

elements in its ability to efficiently promote 3' splice 

site recognition even following considerable molecular 

surgery on flanking exon sequences. 
An additional but related feature of the SE element is 

its ability to stimulate splicing of heterologous pre-mR- 
NAs. The most dramatic stimulation mediated by the SE 

element occurred on AFX8 RNA in which it induced the 
utilization of a pseudo-3' splice site in prokaryotic 

~bX174 sequences. The SE element also improved 
~-globin splicing threefold, but insertion of the SE ele- 

ment into the adenovirus second exon did not stimulate 
L1/L2 splicing. The strength of the 3' splice site tested 
thus appears to be critical in determining the enhancing 

effect of the SE element because there is an inverse cor- 
relation between splicing efficiency of the test pre- 

mRNA and the extent of stimulation by the SE element. 
The ability of exon sequences to stimulate a heterolo- 
gous 3' splice site in vitro is a property shared with the 

repeated exon elements of the Drosophila doublesex fe- 
male-specific exon (Tian and Maniatis 1992) and the re- 

cently described exon recognition sequence (ERS) iden- 
tified in a murine IgM pre-mRNA (Watakabe et al. 1993). 

We have shown that the 9-nucleotide purine-rich se- 

quence GAAGAAGAC, located within the SE element 
in the ED1 exon, is sufficient to promote stimulation of 

splicing. We have also identified a similar enhancer se- 
quence in the downstream constitutive exon +1 
(GGAGAAGAC). The 9-nucleotide sequence is not per- 
fectly conserved in the ED ! exon of other species, as the 

corresponding sequence of the rat and Xenopus ED1 
exon contains one and two pyrimidine substitutions, re- 
spectively (Fig. 3). In Xenopus however, purine substitu- 

tions in upstream sequences create an extensive purine 
stretch (AGAAGGGGAA) with slightly shifted position 
by comparison with the human purine-rich element. 

The purine-rich region of the exon + 1 is well conserved 

across species (Fig. 3). Purine-rich domains containing a 
stretch of 7-9 purines were present in human B-globin 
and adenovirus inserts that substituted for the SE ele- 
ment (AFG3 RNA; data not shown). Such extensive pu- 
rine stretches were lacking in globin and prokaryotic in- 
serts that did not substitute for the SE element (AFG1 

RNA; data not shown). Interestingly, replacement of the 
SE element by fibronectin intron sequences that in- 

cluded an 8-nucleotide stretch of purines (data not 
shown) did not restore efficient splicing. This result sug- 
gests that the presence of a long purine stretch is not in 

itself sufficient for stimulation and points toward other 
requirements that must be respected to maintain the en- 
hancing activity. Investigating the contribution of nucle- 
otides at every position of the purine-rich element 
should address this issue. It is also possible that seques- 

tration of the purine-rich element into an RNA second- 
ary structure abrogates the enhancing activity. 

Recently, the mouse IgM exon M2 and the cardiac tro- 

ponin T exon 5 were also identified as containing a pu- 

rine-rich sequence (ERE and ESE, respectively) associ- 
ated with the stimulation of 3' splice site utilization 
(Watakabe et al. 1993; Xu et al. 1993). Watakabe et al. 
(1993) have noted that purine-rich stretches are found in 
a number of constitutive exons as well as in exons reg- 
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ulated by alternative splicing. Because the 3' splice sites 
of regulated exons are often suboptimal, the presence of 

a purine-rich stretch in the downstream exon may be an 
integral component of the recognition process of weak 3' 
splice sites. 

Mechanism of activation 

The ability of the SE element to stimulate an upstream 

3' splice site is associated with more efficient complex 
formation and increased U2 snRNP binding at the 
branch site. On the other hand, the competition experi- 

ments indicated that trans-acting factors bind specifi- 
cally to the SE element in the ED 1 exon to mediate stim- 

ulation of splicing. We showed that SR proteins interact 
specifically with the SE element. SR proteins constitute 

a group of at least six proteins [SRp20, SRp30a (SF2/ASF), 

SRp30b (PR264/SC35), SRp40, SRp55 and SRp75] with 
interchangeable function, as each protein can restore ac- 
tivity to a splicing-defective S-100 extract (Fu et al. 1992; 
Zahler et al. 1992,1993b). The SR proteins are required 
for complex A formation (Krainer et al. 1990b; Fu and 

Maniatis 1992). Moreover, SC35 (SRp30b)promotes sta- 
ble U2 snRNP binding to the branch site by mediating an 
interaction with the U1 snRNP (Fu and Maniatis 1992). 

Thus, the stimulation in U2 snRNP binding mediated by 
the SE element is consistent with a model in which the 
SR proteins bound to the exonic sequence GAAGA_A- 

GAC promotes the interaction of U2 snRNP with the 
branch site region through a process that may involve U1 
snRNP. 

Certain structural and functional features of the SF. 
element are reminiscent of other downstream elements 
that activate 3' splice sites. The stimulation of 3' splice 
site utilization by a downstream 5' splice site has re- 
cently been addressed in splicing studies on the prepro- 
tachykinin pre-mRNA {Nasim et al. 1990; Grabowski et 

al. 1991; Kuo et al. 1991; Hoffman and Grabowski 1992). 
In this case, U1 snRNP binding to a strong downstream 
5' splice site promotes U 2 A F  6s binding by a network of 

interactions that remain to be understood (Hoffman and 
Grabowski 1992). Interestingly, both SE element and 

downstream 5' splice sites are unable to stimulate splic- 

ing when located beyond -300-nucleotides from the 3' 
splice site (Robberson et al. 1990). This value may rep- 
resent a topological constraint affecting the ability of any 
downstream element to communicate with a 3' splice 
site and may not necessarily be indicative of an identical 
underlying mechanism. More recently, a purine-rich se- 

quence (ERS) that stimulates splicing to the upstream 3' 
splice site of IgM exon M2 was cross-linked to the 5' end 

of U1 snRNA in a HeLa extract (Watakabe et al. 1993). 
Consequently, a similar mechanism of activation in- 
volving U1 snRNP and leading to improved U2AF bind- 

ing may be suggested for the purine-rich ERS element. 
It is possible that the purine-rich element in the ED1 

exon also functions through a mechanism that involves 
U1 snRNP and U2AF. Substitution of the SE element for 
a consensus 5' splice site led to strong stimulation of 
splicing, suggesting that improving U2AF binding at the 

3' splice site of ED1 led to more efficient splicing. 
U2AF 6s cross-linking assays have revealed an occasional 

stimulation associated with the presence of the SE ele- 

ment (data not shown). However, several results suggest 
that the situation may be more complex. First, the mag- 

nitude of the difference in U2AF cross-linking remained 
at least threefold lower than the difference in complex 
formation and splicing (data not shown). Second, 

whereas two copies of the SE element did not work bet- 
ter than one, the combination of an SE element and a 5' 
splice site stimulated splicing even more than each ele- 

ment taken alone. These results suggest that distinct 
modes of stimulation are mediated by 5' splice site and 

purine-rich sequences. Third, we have been unable to 
detect U1 snRNP binding to the SE element that would 

be as strong as U1 snRNP binding to a 5' splice site (data 
not shown). Although an indirect interaction of U1 
snRNP with the SE element may be less stable, a weak 

U1 snRNP interaction is unlikely to be sufficient to 
stimulate U2AF 6s binding, as mutated or weak down- 
stream 5' splice sites seriously compromise U2AF 6s 

binding and 3' splice site utilization (Talerico and Berget 

1990; Hoffman and Grabowski 1992). A more extensive 
characterization of the factors that associate with the SE 
element should help to clarify the role of U2AF, U1 sn- 

RNP, and additional factors in the activation pathway 
mediated by the purine-rich element of the ED1 exon. 

Regulation of ED1 alternate splicing by the SR proteins 

Although the biological significance of SR proteins bind- 

ing to the SE element remains to be established, this 
finding may have important implications in the regula- 
tion of ED1 alternative splicing. First, SR proteins are 
known alternative splicing factors in vitro. Specifically, 
increases in the concentration of SR proteins promote 
proximal shifts in the selection of 5' and 3' splice sites 

(Krainer et al. 1990a; Fu et al. 1992; Zahler et al. 1993a) 

as well as exon inclusion (Mayeda et al. 1993). SR pro- 
teins, in cooperation with Tra and Tra-2, have also been 
shown recently to associate specifically with exon ele- 

ments in the doublesex pre-mRNA to mediate female- 
specific splicing (Tian and Maniatis 1993). Whereas the 

identification of a purine-rich enhancer in the down- 
stream constitutive exon + 1 of fibronectin is surprising, 
it is not inconsistent with a role for the SE element in 
the regulation of ED1 alternative splicing, as variations 
in the concentration of SR proteins differentially affect 
the use of identical competing splice sites (Krainer et al. 

1990a; Mayeda and Krainer 1992; Mayeda et al. 1992). 
Second, nuclear extracts prepared from cells (e.g., WI38 
and WI38VA13) that splice the fibronectin ED1 exon dif- 
ferentially display a difference in SR protein activity 
(Chabot et al. 1992). On the basis of these considerations, 
we anticipate that the interaction of SR proteins with 

the GAAGAAGAC sequence will be of paramount im- 
portance in establishing cell-specific splicing profiles for 
the ED1 exon. Future investigations will address this 
issue and identify which SR proteins interact with the 
purine-rich sequence of the fibronectin ED1 exon. 
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Mater ia l s  and m e t h o d s  

Plasmid constructions and RNA substrates 

The plasmid pAdED used to generate transcripts AF1-AF8 was 

constructed by inserting a DraI 666-bp human genomic frag- 

ment including the ED1 exon and parts of the two flanking 

introns into pSPAd (Chabot et al. 19921 containing a StuI linker 

at the HindIII site (pSPAdStu). AFA1 and AFA2 RNAs were 

produced from pAdED in which either the BstEII-EcoRI or the 

StuI-EcoRI fragment was substituted for the StuI-EcoRI frag- 
ment of pSPAdStuI. 

The plasmid Tl l -9  used to generate AFSA1 RNA was con- 
structed by religating pAdED cut with BstEII and Bsu36I, which 

were end filled previously with Klenow. Other internal dele- 

tions in the fibronectin segment of pAdED used to generate 
transcripts AF7A1 and AF8A1 were obtained by religating 

pAdED end-filled with Klenow, after cutting with BstEII and 

StuI or BstEII and NcoI, respectively. The plasmid pF1 used to 

generate the transcript AF14 was obtained by inserting the 

BstEII-StuI 81-bp ED1 fragment into pAdED cut with Bsu36I. 

The plasmid pAdED + 1 used to generate the transcripts AF9 

and AFIO was obtained by substituting the BstEII-EcoRI frag- 

ment of ED1 for BstEII-EcoRI fragment containing exon + 1 

sequences. To construct pAF8A1-9, the EDPU-1 and EDPU-2 

oligonucleotides were annealed and ligated at the BstEII site of 
pAF8A1. The correct structure of pAF8A1-9 was confirmed by 

sequencing. To generate pGF 1, pGF2, and pGF3, we inserted the 

Bsu36I-StuI fragment into the StuI site of a modified primA6 
{Krainer and Maniatis 1985) in which the globin AccI fragments 

had been deleted and replaced by a StuI linker, pAAF1 was pro- 
duced by substituting the 1.8-kb fibronectin BstEII fragment for 

the HincII fragment in pSPAd, pAFGa used to produce AFG1 

and AFG2 RNAs was obtained by insertion of a 98-bp globin 

fragment into the Bsu36I site in pAdED, pAFGb, which pro- 

duced AFG3 and AFG4 RNAs, was obtained by insertion of a 
192-bp Bsu36I fragment at the same site in pAdED, pAdEDiSE 

used to generate AF 16 and AF 17 RNAs was obtained by cloning 

the BstEII-SmaI fragment of pAdED into the StuI site of pSPAd- 

Stu, followed by insertion of the 666-bp DraI fragment at the 

StuI site of the SE element, pAdEDS' used to produce AF18 and 

AF19 RNAs was obtained by annealing and ligating oligonucle- 
otides CONS-1 and CONS-2 into the BstEII site of pAdED. 

The series of pAFX plasmids were all obtained by cloning a 
mixture of HaeIII-digested fragments from qbX174 DNA into the 
filled BstEII site of pAdED. SE RNA was produced from a StuI- 

cut pKFNB that contained the fibronectin 1.5-kb Klenow-filled 

BstEII fragment inserted at the EcoRV site of pBluescript KS( + ) 

(Stratagene). SN RNA was produced from a plasmid containing 
the fibronectin StuI-BamHI fragment linearized at the NcoI 

site. 

Deoxyoligonucleotides 

The oligonucleotides used in directed digestion by RNase H 
were F1 (CAGGTGCAGGGAATA) and F2 (GGGGTCACCCG- 

CACTCGATAT). EDPU-1 (GTGACCGAAGAAGACG) and 
EDPU-2 (GTCACCGTCTTCTTCG) were partially comple- 

mentary. CONS-1 (GTGACCAGGTAAGTCAC) was partially 
complementary to CONS-2 (GTCACGTGACTTACCTG). 

In vitro transcription and splicing reactions 

Splicing substrates were synthesized as described previously 

(Chabot et al. 1992). For oligonucleotide-directed digestion with 
RNase H, 0.1 ~g (15 pmoles) of deoxyoligonucleotide and 1 ~1 of 

RNase H {Pharmacia) were added in transcription mixtures. 

HeLa nuclear and S-100 extracts were prepared according to 

Dignam et al. (1983), and splicing reactions were set up as de- 
scribed previously (Krainer and Maniatis 1985). Competition 

experiments were performed as described in Black (1992). 

Native gels 

Electrophoretic separation of splicing complexes was accom- 

plished as described in Chabot et al. (1992). RNA mobility-shift 

assays were accomplished by incubating the transcripts in splic- 

ing mixtures for at least 10 rain on ice. Heparin was added to a 

final concentration of 2 mg/ml  before loading onto a 8% poly- 

acrylamide gel {acrylamide/bisacrylamide, 29:1) containing 5% 
glycerol. Gels were prerun for 30 min and run 2-3 hr at 12 V/cm 

at room temperature. SR proteins were prepared from calf thy- 
mus as described in Zahler et al. (1992). 

Immunoprecipitation and RNase T1 protection assays 

Splicing reactions (25 ~1) were prepared and incubated for dif- 

ferent times. RNase T1 protection/immunoprecipitation assay 

was performed as described in Black et al. (1985) and Chabot et 

al. (1985). 
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